Freshmen applications drop by 700; ND accepts 3100

By VALLI VARAVAN
News Writer

There has been a decrease in the number of high school students who applied to Notre Dame this year, compared to the record high number of applicants last year, according to Kevin Rooney, director of Undergraduate Admissions.

On April 4, the Notre Dame Admissions Office mailed out decision letters to the 9,150 students who applied to Notre Dame. According to Rooney, 3,100 applicants were accepted to the University for the upcoming year. About 700 are on the waiting list, and may be admitted in late May or early June.

The number of students applying to Notre Dame decreased by about 700 since last year. However, Rooney pointed out that the applicant pool last year was the largest one in Notre Dame’s history.

“The applicant pool this year was a little smaller. But it was the most talented that we have ever had, so the combination of the two factors—the decrease in applications but the increase in quality—meant that we were making very similar decisions to a year ago,” said Rooney.

The Admissions Office evaluates candidates for both academic and non-academic achievement and potential, according to Rooney. Every application is read by at least two staff members, who look at an applicant’s grades, class rank, high school curriculum, level of competition within the high school, as well as test scores, teacher evaluations and essays.

The extracurricular activities and personal statement give the admissions office a sense of the applicant’s non-academic achievement.

Applications are then reviewed by an admissions committee, consisting of 11 officers. “It is a very thorough review process,” which lasts from November to April, Rooney said.

The average SAT score for the admitted group of applicants is 1250, and the average class rank is in the top five percent.

Approximately 1,000 admitted students have been designated Notre Dame Scholars. These students are viewed as “the strongest of the admitted group,” according to Rooney.

The male-female ratio of the incoming freshman class is expected to be similar to the previous three classes, which is roughly 64 percent male to 36 percent female. The minority enrollment is expected to be about the same as in the previous freshman class, at 16 percent, he said.

There has been a small increase in the number of international students who applied and were admitted, while applications continued to be received from across the United States.

In making the appointment, Provost Timothy O’Meara commented, “In a very short time, Dr. Kolman has shown remarkable ability to grasp the academic culture of Notre Dame. This asset, plus her broad expertise in higher education, gives me great confidence that she will meet the challenge of such a key position in the University.”

Kolman said it was premature for her to speak of any changes she might wish to make. She first wants to meet with the staff and read the report on Freshman Year of Studies prepared by Student Government:

“Freshman Year of Studies has such a good reputation in higher education, Kolman said, “want to build on its strengths and add new dimensions.”

“Change-over is an opportunity to re-examine things, see U.S./page 4

Kolman to head Freshman Year

By JANICE O’LEARY
Associate News Editor

Eileen Kolman, associate provost of the University of Notre Dame, has been named Dean of the Freshman Year of Studies.

Kolman joined the Notre Dame administration in August of 1989 and she will assume her new position in August 1990, succeeding the retiring Emil Hofman, professor emeritus of chemistry and dean of Freshman Year since 1971.

In making the appointment, Provost Timothy O’Meara commented, “In a very short time, Dr. Kolman has shown remarkable ability to grasp the academic culture of Notre Dame. This asset, plus her broad expertise in higher education, gives me great confidence that she will meet the challenge of such a key position in the University.”

Kolman said it was premature for her to speak of any changes she might wish to make. She first wants to meet with the staff and read the report on Freshman Year of Studies prepared by Student Government:

“Freshman Year of Studies has such a good reputation in higher education, Kolman said, “want to build on its strengths and add new dimensions.”

Liberals, conservatives fire arguments at panel debate

By FRANK RIVERA
News Writer

The conservatives have "bastardized their priorities," according to Mike Schadke, but a fellow senior Jim McCarthy accused liberals of attempting to unseat the traditional established government "in the name of a socialized Utopian vision."

Accusations and dialogue were exchanged as Schadke and McCarthy, along with a panel of four Notre Dame professors, took part in a Student Union Board-sponsored debate on liberalism and conservativism Monday night.

“Conservatism/ Liberalism/ Their Roots and Consequences,” featured Professors James Carberry and Bernard Norling. McCarthy represented the conservative viewpoint; Professors Teresa Ghilarducci and John Houck and Schadke, meanwhile, represented the liberal viewpoint.

"We all know what conservatives' means," said Carberry. "Conservative tradition is not an ideology," said Carberry. "Conservative tradition is not a creed. Nor is it religion. It is a historically-based philosophical view of man."

McCarthy pointed out that under the conservative viewpoint, employment and inflation have fallen while the Gross National Product has risen.

After their opening remarks, the participants made their rebuttals. The format was a question-and-answer period, in which the panel fielded questions posed by the audience and selected by moderator Fernand Dutile, a professor in the Law School.

The liberal position was taken by (top, from left): Professor John Houck, student Mike Schadke and Professor Teresa Ghilarducci in last night’s debate. Shown below are (from left) Law Professor Fernand Dutile, who served as moderator, and conservative speakers Professor James Carberry, Professor Bernard Norling and student Jim McCarthy. The speakers exchanged quips on the merits of their beliefs.
INSIDE COLUMN

These guys play hoops and wear tutus

We never came anywhere near the final four. But we were proud, by God. Proud to have been members of the coolest team in last year's Bookstore Basketball Tourament. What team was the coolest? In the 1989 tourney, you ask? Was it Adwords? Malicious Prosecution? Heck, no. It was Five Guys Who Ain't Afraid to Wear Tutus While Playing Basketball. We were cool, and we were bad. I don't mean Michael Jackson bad. I mean we were bad as in not good at all. But we had our tutu.

We bought blue and pink tutus at some hosiery store at the mall for about $8 each. Our center even went so far as to have his custom-made—a beautiful white tutu dotted with green shamrocks. And our point guard wore some multicolored spandex underwear underneath his pink tutu. The effect was dazzling.

Were we afraid to wear tutus? Perhaps. We all did a couple of shots before heading out to Stepan for the first round.

Game time found us standing around the Perpetual Jeanne Production News, making up of a bunch of architecture stooges, to display.

As we turned onto the suspension was built to an appropriate level, we unveiled the tutus. I crossed over wild (30 people) and expected to want to hear details of the game. We were cool. The other team was made up of a bunch of architecture stooges, and, to be honest, they weren't very good, either.

But they were out there to win. And we weren't.

Our center, Dante, was 6-foot-four inches, 250 pounds. However, his basketball-playing experience was very limited—virtually non-existent. And his vertical leap? Let's just say I could count the inches on one hand. The rest of us weren't very good, either. In fact, we were terrible. We would launch 20-foot jump shots and the crowd would yell, "Good pass!"

But we had our tutus. And we were losing by 8. We treaded the second half.

But something amazing happened. Big Dante had new life breathed into him. He came out punching. His first time down the court.

As I ran down the court to set up for defense, I turned and saw Dante, clad in a monstrous white tutu, performing ballerina moves all the way down the court. A pirouette here! A plop there! It was a graceful display.

Well, in spite of six baskets from Dante in the second half, we lost. Our name made the pages of both The Observer and The Observer.

And we had our tutus.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Peter Loftus
Assistant News Editor

MARKET UPDATE
classifieds for April 30, 1990

The Fort Wayne-Allen County Board of Health reports four women have tested positive for the AIDS virus for the first time in the Fort Wayne area. All of the women who tested positive last year were between the ages of 25 and 37, said Jeff Markley, disease intervention specialist.

Alison Paige Whitman is believed to be the first recipient of a heart from an Indiana woman. The 13-day-old received the heart in Indianapolis from her late father. "I'd say her prognosis is good, but all patients that have had a heart transplant you have to watch," said Dr. Randall Caldwell, associate professor of pediatrics at the Indiana University School of Medicine.
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Kremlin's blockade leaves
Lithuania's oil supply dry

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. (AP) — Lithuania's only refinery closed Monday when the Kremlin's economic blockade stopped the export of oil supplies, and the United States was expected to be readying economic penalties against Moscow because of its crackdown.

Prime Minister Kazimiera Prunskien said that the Soviet re- public might have to resort to selling some of its gold reserves in private foreign markets. U.S. officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said in Washington that President Bush was expected to brief congressional leaders on Tues- day about his strategy. They said that Moscow's oil embargoes are postponing and withholding trade and economic concessions the Soviets are seeking from the United States.

With the Soviet sanctions pressuring Lithuanians to ease their quest for independence, a Lithuanian parliamentary delega- tion arrived in Moscow in hopes of meeting with President Mikhail Gorbachev's advisers.

The refinery at Mazeikiai operated until Monday when the Soviet government ordered it to shut down. Lithuanians were surprised that the refinery had virtually no foreign currency to buy oil, but Prunskien said Monday the re- public could cash in gold reserves it has in France. But she told reporters in Moscow that the idea had not been approved yet, according to Interfax, a news service of Radio Moscow.

Lithuania needs about $55 million worth of oil a month.

The Bank of France said last month that it would return the gold in its vaults to Lithuania if the French government recognized the independent state.

Lithuania transferred gold with worth about $28 million to France as a precaution in the years before World War II.

Prunskien told reporters in Sweden on Monday that she was not interested in a Soviet plan to open a secret bank to deposit foreign dona- tions in Lithuania.

In Vilnius, the capital, some bus routes were affected by a gasoline rationing that limits them to about eight gallons a month for private cars.

The Lithuanian government has urged all citizens to begin conserving everything.

Sleeping under the sky

The weather was too nice yesterday to St. Edward's Hall residents Tim Thornton, Andrew McCroskey, Tom Coccio and Jeremy Greedone decided to sleep outside on their sofas, which they put on North Quad during the pre-An Tostal and Earth Day festivities. An Tostal events will continue throughout the week.

Crack moms charged with crime

MUSKEGON, Mich. (AP) — It's likely that Kimberly Hardy, a black welfare mother, and Lynn Bremer, a successful white attorney, would ever have been thrown together if not for one thing they had in common: cocaine addiction.

Bremner joined Hardy last week as two of the first women in Michigan to be charged with delivering cocaine to their ba- bies by allegedly using the drug just before giving birth.

The cases are drawing re- renewed attention not only to the practice of prescribing drug- addicted mothers but also to the misconception that it is primarily the poor, uneducated woman using drugs during pregnancy.

"We're finding that drug ad- diction during pregnancy is a problem that crosses all income and social levels, particularly when it comes to cocaine," said Suzanne Miel-Uken of the Michigan Department of Public Health's office of maternal and child health.

A study conducted last year in Pinellas County, Fla., found no substantial difference in the rate of substance abuse between pregnant women who were going care in public clinics and more affluent women in private care, according to the National Association for Perinatal Ad- diction Research and Education.

About 14.8 percent of all American babies born last year were exposed to controlled substances before birth, the organization said.

There are 30 to 40 similar cases pending across the country.

"Think of how many cases of drug-addicted births there must be in Detroit — all over the state, but women aren't be- ing prosecuted there," said at- torney Alan Rapoport of the American Civil Liberties Union.

Campus Ministry and You

A THEOLOGY OF EARTH DAY

A major critic of American college students' 1980's at Notre Dame as well as elsewhere - was their primary excitement was over getting their piece of the pie. But it is most likely the case that students of the 80's were more interested in the anthropocentric of the rest of their 1980's American culture, it could be suggested. Certainly at no other period in history had the gap between the rich and the poor grown at a more accelerated rate. Capitalism between new wealth and status and created Christianity in the modern world.

The chief sin of Christianity is narrow selfishness. The chief virtue of capitalism is narrow selfishness. "Greed is good; greed works," became often quoted statements of the decade.

Its most reflective of the anthropocentric of the rest of their 1980's public lands, which used to be expected to live regardless of position, color, size, or gender. Trees were accused by some of the earth's species; polluted; ground is somehow appropriate that the period ended with an end of the world.

If the earth gets what they want and can take it, then they must be in Detroit — all over the state, but women aren't be- ing prosecuted there," said at- torney Alan Rapoport of the American Civil Liberties Union.
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Chamorro takes office Wed., faces sea of national woes

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - Deshard Contra rebels, an economy in such poor shape that it is not producing enough food for its people and opposition from the outgoing Sandinistas are among the problems facing Violeta Chamorro when she takes office Wednesday.

The effort to find solutions in Central America's largest republic is made more difficult because her United National Opposition is a 14-party coalition that spans the political spectrum from conservatives to socialists.

But Chamorro will be taking over following the mandate of free elections on Feb. 25, something rare in this tropical nation of 3.5 million residents. Nicaragua has been ruled by autocratic and oppressive governments much of the time since it gained independence in 1821.

"It's the beginning of democracy in Nicaragua," Chamorro said when she and Vice Presidentelect Virgilio Godoy were elected Tuesday by the Supreme Electoral Council.

Nevertheless, it will be a tough start for Chamorro, 61, who has been relying on a team of generals much of the time since it gained independence in 1821.

She has been better than expected at the helm because the army is no longer under Sandinista control. Defense Ministry spokesman Lt. Carlos Lara said he did not know how many officers were affected, but said they included Defense Minister Humberto Ortega, brother of outgoing President Daniel Ortega, and Maj. Gen. Joaquin Cuadra, the deputy defense minister.

Those changes probably will be felt most by Contras who have been fighting the Sandinistas for nine years and don't want to be demobilized, as they promised to do so by June 10, unless the army is purged of Sandinista officers.

Chamorro's team has agreed with the Contras that the army is no longer financial adviser, Francisco Mayorga, says the government will have to do a lot of belt-tightening to bring it to acceptable levels.

They need to stabilize the currency, attract foreign investment and bring back some of the money people stashed away abroad for safe-keeping.

As it is, Nicaragua is saddled with a $7 billion foreign debt it can hardly meet payments on and that still need renegotiating with creditor banks.

President Bush has asked for $200 million in immediate aid to help the Chamorro administration through its first months in office, but the U.S. Congress has been moving slowly and, in any case, the amount will not solve all problems.

"We don't have anything, but I have confidence in Nicaragua and in my friends from the exterior to reconstruct Nicaragua," she told journalists Monday.

Chamorro's financial adviser, Francisco Mayorga, says the new administration will not know until after the inauguration how much cash the Treasury has.

U.S.

continued from page 1

According to Rooney, no geographical quotas are set by the Admissions Office.

"We expect that the incoming freshman class will be a very strong one, similar to the ones we have seen in recent years," commented Rooney.

Rob Gerberry is finally 21!

JUST WAIT TIL TONIGHT!!
FROM THE 353 GUYS

Do you find yourself sittin' around listening to music or watching movies a lot? Yeah. Well you might as well get paid to do it!

The Cellar is now accepting applications for the '90 - '91 school year.

Pick one up in the store today but remember, you gotta be work study:

The deadline is Tuesday, May 1st

To learn more about how you can earn money this summer, stop by the

LaFortune 12-8

Just Buy CD's

VISA Mastercard
BATAVIA, Iowa (AP) — A 15-car Amtrak passenger train derailed Monday, injuring more than 30 of the 400 people aboard, authorities said.

Nine cars of the outbound California Zephyr train were about 1:25 p.m. on Burlington Northern tracks, authorities said.

"It made a hell of a noise and then all kind of dust started flying," said Robert Franklin of Batavia. "It was just one big, loud bang. Kind of like a clankety, clang," said his wife, Patricia. The train was carrying 394 passengers and about 20 crew members, said Debbie Illare, an Amtrak spokeswoman in Chicago.

Thirty-three people sustained injuries serious enough to be taken to hospitals, said Iowa State Patrol Lt. Ronald Moon. He said there were no known fatalities.

"There could be other minor injuries, we're not aware of that," Moon said.

Ottumwa Regional Health Center had been told to expect 70 to 90 patients stemming from the derailment, said Janice Simpson, a hospital spokeswoman. The cars began to run off the track just before 1 p.m., catching a crossing on the southern edge of this town of 325 residents, 90 miles southeast of Des Moines. The cause of the derailment was under investigation.

Among the passengers was Wisconsin State Rep. Martin Schneider, who was returning from the National Conference of State Legislatures in Boise, Idaho, and suffered a bruise to his leg.

"We were having lunch and suddenly the train came apart," said Schneider, who was traveling with his two young daughters.

"It started to buckle. Cars are off the tracks everywhere. ... We didn't get hurt very badly but a number of people did." Schneider said it was fortunate he and his daughters were in the dining car and not in their sleeping car, which tipped over.

Uninjured passengers were taken to a community center about two blocks away from the crash.

"The train just started shaking," said Jasona Gibson of Schenectady, N.Y. She said she was holding her baby, Yumi, when the train derailed.

"The baby fell. I tried to get him and the baby fell on me," Gibson said.

Sections of the California Zephyr originate in Seattle, Los Angeles and Oakland, Calif., and are linked in Salt Lake City for the trip to Chicago, Illare said.

On Oct. 12, 1987, two locomotives and 11 of 14 passenger cars of the California Zephyr collided with maintenance equipment on a side track near the town of Russell, injuring 122 people. That crash was 55 miles west of Monday's derailment.

Also Monday, crews in western Pennsylvania skidded crude oil from the surface of a creek that was fouled when a freight train derailed and caught fire. Twenty-nine cars in a 97-car Buffalo and Pittsburgh Railroad Inc. train derailed in Craigsville, Pa., on Sunday night. No serious injuries were reported in the ensuing explosion and fire.

About 100,000 gallons of oil leaked from four cars and up to 10,000 gallons of sodium hydroxide, a caustic chemical used to clean drills, leaked from one car, said John Bell, the railroad's vice president and general manager.

Two coal cars that caught fire Sunday night continued to burn, and firefighters sought to keep the flames from spreading to other cars.

Escalating heat caused two oil tankers to burst into flames Monday afternoon, said Lt. Gov. Mark Singel, visiting the area. Two oil cars reached dangerously high temperatures.

"The situation at present is unstable. There are still isolated fires burning up on occasion," Singel said.

Firefighters sprayed the oil cars with water to cool them, said Bob Walker, hazardous materials coordinator for Armstrong County's emergency management agency.

Most of the leaks in the tanker cars were plugged by afternoon, Bell said.

About 200 people had been evacuated late Sunday, but most were allowed to return between Monday and Tuesday. An evacuation order remained in effect for about 50 people who lived within a quarter-mile of the accident because of the possibility of an explosion, Bell said.

Although some oil spilled into Buffalo Creek, most of it burned off in the fire, Bell said. The creek flows into the Allegheny River, the source of drinking water for several Pittsburgh-area communities.

The spill was expected to have no significant impact on drinking water supplies, said Charles Durita, a regional director for the state Department of Environmental Resources.

"The environmental impact was pretty much controlled by teen real distill the accident site," Durita said.

Firefighters went to the fire at the crash, Bell said.

Several of the derailed cars lay in a zigzag pattern, spray and smoke poured from ruptured oil cars and Monday afternoon. Fire smoldered in the derailed cars after Monday afternoon. Fire smoldered in the derailed cars after

Firefighters used hoses to spray oil and sodium hydroxide from the ground. Rooms were set up on the tracks at Buffalo Creek skidded globs of oil from the surface of the water.

A car that had contained 18,000 to 20,000 gallons of sodium hydroxide fuel turned upright. About half of the chemical leaked from an inspection pipe atop the car when it was flipped upside down in the derailment.

The two conductors, who were not injured, were given drug and alcohol tests, as is routine after accidents, Bell said.

All Junior Accounting & Finance Majors

Arthur Andersen presents:

Preparing for the Fall Interviewing Process

Tuesday, April 24, 1990

5:00 PM

Monogram Room

Joyce Athletic and Convocation Center

Dress is Casual

Pizza & Refreshments to Follow
Environmentalists protest Wall Street's nature crimes

NEW YORK (AP) - Hundreds of environmentalists demonstrated yesterday in the financial districts of New York and San Francisco, where post-Earth Day demonstrations shattered windows at the Bank of America. Authorities said 249 people were arrested.

Also in California, hand-delivered messages claimed responsibility Monday for vandalism that cut power to some 92,000 Pacific Gas & Electric customers in Santa Cruz and Watsonville.

In New York, police arrested about 185 of an estimated 700 demonstrators.

"The major corporations have committed a lot of crimes against nature," said Marc Chrenoff, 30, a member of New York's Coalition for a Nuclear Free Harbor. "It's long overdue to place the blame where it directly belongs. If the products that pollute were not made available, people would not buy them."

Trade on the New York Stock Exchange went on as scheduled and none of the protesters got inside. "Except for getting up a little early, it's a pretty normal day," said the exchange's security vice president, Richard Torrenzano.

At the Pacific Stock Exchange in San Francisco, 49 people were arrested on a demonstration by 300 to 500 protesters that turned violent when some broke windows at Bank of America, threw golf clubs, rocks and eggs at police, and overturned newsmen's cars.

The exchange also opened on schedule although some employees were delayed.

Police closed off two blocks of Wall Street to traffic and all pedestrians except those working there. Traffic elsewhere was disrupted during the morning and afternoon when protesters walked through Lower Manhattan streets.

The protest was organized by Earth Day Wall Street Action, which described itself as a coalition of 60 environmental organizations in the United States and Canada. It said it wanted to focus attention on "institutions responsible for much of the ecological devastation which is destroying the planet."

"I don't know why they're protesting against Wall Street," said James Dean, 24, an author with J.P. Morgan. "I don't think anyone is taking this seriously besides them."

"I think it's great that these guys in suits are stopping to hear us," said Debbie Augustin- line, 34, of Loundon, N.H., a member of the anti-nuclear power Casmull Alliance.

A spokesman for the San Francisco demonstrators, Daniel Finkenthal of the Earth Day Action Coalition, said the purpose of the protest was to give the public an alternative to the corporate-sponsored views of environmental action that preceded Earth Day.

Elsewhere, the day after Earth Day was the day to clean up the trash left by the crowds who gathered to celebrate a cleaner Earth.

Security Beat
FRIDAY, APRIL 20
3:21 a.m. A Pareform Hall resident reported seeing a suspicious M/W driving US 33 on two different occasions. Both times, the man was seen carrying a gas can and approaching along US 33 on two different occasions.

2:17 p.m. A Carroll Hall resident reported the theft of an unlocked bicycle from outside O'Shaughnessy Hall. His loss is estimated to be $100.

5:30 p.m. A resident of Carroll Hall reported the theft of his unlocked bicycle from outside O'Shaughnessy Hall. His loss is estimated to be $200.

7:55 a.m. Notre Dame Police were called to the scene of a two car accident at the corner of Edison and Juniper Roads. No injuries were reported.

SATURDAY, APRIL 21
12:46 a.m. Notre Dame Police responded to the report of an accident on the Monogram Room of the JACC. Her estimated loss is $500.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.
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Twice, the man was seen carrying a gas can and approaching along US 33 on two different occasions. Both times, the man was seen carrying a gas can and approaching along US 33 on two different occasions.

2:17 p.m. A Carroll Hall resident reported the theft of an unlocked bicycle from outside O'Shaughnessy Hall. His loss is estimated to be $100.

5:30 p.m. A resident of Carroll Hall reported the theft of his unlocked bicycle from outside O'Shaughnessy Hall. His loss is estimated to be $200.

7:55 a.m. Notre Dame Police were called to the scene of a two car accident at the corner of Edison and Juniper Roads. No injuries were reported.

SATURDAY, APRIL 21
12:46 a.m. Notre Dame Police responded to the report of an accident on the Monogram Room of the JACC. Her estimated loss is $500.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.

5:30 p.m. A Pareform Hall resident reported being approached by a man near the power plant. The victim had been riding her bike at the time of the incident.

8:30 p.m. A student at the Memo Inn reported that while she was on break, two students entered the bar and removed her backpack.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.

12:46 a.m. Notre Dame Police responded to the report of an accident on the Monogram Room of the JACC. Her estimated loss is $500.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.

5:30 p.m. A Pareform Hall resident reported being approached by a man near the power plant. The victim had been riding her bike at the time of the incident.

8:30 p.m. A student at the Memo Inn reported that while she was on break, two students entered the bar and removed her backpack.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.

12:46 a.m. Notre Dame Police responded to the report of an accident on the Monogram Room of the JACC. Her estimated loss is $500.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.

5:30 p.m. A Pareform Hall resident reported being approached by a man near the power plant. The victim had been riding her bike at the time of the incident.

8:30 p.m. A student at the Memo Inn reported that while she was on break, two students entered the bar and removed her backpack.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.

12:46 a.m. Notre Dame Police responded to the report of an accident on the Monogram Room of the JACC. Her estimated loss is $500.

10:15 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a Texas resident for Exceeding the Posted Speed Limit. The defendant had been travelling 47 mph in a 25 mph zone on Juniper Road.
SafeWalk, Security promote campus safety

Warm weather has finally reached South Bend, and Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students are staying on campus longer. High spirits and the weather should not lull students into a false sense of security. Being carefree must be made between being careless and carefree.

According to Gina Mahony, coordinator of the two organizations, campus assaults are most prevalent in the spring months. In light of both this fact and the two recent campus attacks on Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, students are encouraged to exercise caution when walking on campus, particularly at night. Students can promote personal safety by being aware of their surroundings and walking in pairs at night.

It would also serve students' best interests to take advantage of both Security and SafeWalk services. SafeWalk employs over 50 student escorts who accompany students around Notre Dame between the hours of 7:30 p.m. and 1:30 a.m. Sunday through Thursday and 7:30 p.m. and 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday. The members of each two-person SafeWalk team carry a radio, which enables them to contact both the University and Saint Mary's Security.

Both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Security also operate on a 24-hour basis. Each of these groups is especially active during the spring months, when students are promoting safety on campus and deterring campus crime.

SafeWalk and Security are particularly useful when students are walking back to the University from off-campus, Saint Mary's or the parking lots at night. If students call either organization and say they will be arriving on campus at a specific time and would like to receive an escort, the service is readily available.

Students walking from South Bend to Saint Mary's can also be escorted down Saint Mary's Road, where members of the Saint Mary's Security Department will meet them on campus. Escorts will stay with the students until Security arrives.

At night, students can also drive through either the Main or East Gate, now open 24 hours a day, and ask Security employees or SafeWalk workers to follow them to the parking lot and then accompany them to their destination on campus.

Both Security and SafeWalk were established to protect members of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's communities. Their services are useless, however, if not utilized by the students they are designed to serve.

Voices of hate speak on homosexuality

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to Chris Dell'Carpi's letter "Celebrity status fails to justify immorality." (The Observer, April 18). Too often, I think the press has ignored the truth behind this ad.

According to the New York Times, the ad is difficult to separate from the visual that makes it an utter failure. It is an utter failure because it is an utter failure. It has failed to sell any of the products it is promoting.

The ad, though, doesn't disturb me nearly as much as Dell'Carpi's letter. While I was offended by the ad placed by the homo­sexual community that listed famous people as homo­sexual, I was not offended by the letter. I think a few things should be cleared up.

Dell'Carpi seems to think the homosexual community is successfully "selling" their practice on an unchanging public. Although I have no contact with the people who placed the ad, I find it extremely unbelievable that this is their motive. I think what they're saying is that if you're gay or feel homosexual tendencies, there is a support group of Notre Dame people who care about you.

I find it so sad that at Catholic university which prides itself on its values of love, forgiveness and acceptance, there are still voices of hate and ignorance. Scientists are still as­ sured about the causes behind homosexuality. They do know, though, that gay people are able to live normal, productive lives. Lives that continue to be disturbed by the shrill, self-righteous whining of the alleged morally upright. I feel sorry for homosexual people. I really do. I feel sorry for them not because of their"disease", but because they have to tolerate the diseased who continue to attack them.

Michelle McNamara

Changes lead to more Bookstore fun

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to Ken Tysiac's article concerning the Bookstore Basketball Tournament, which is run by the commissioner and his assistants (The Observer, April 17). Tysiac complains that it is unfair for commissioners not to have to worry about their first-round opponents, so while everyone else is forced to sweat it out, I wonder if Tysiac would disagree with our policy of scheduling faculty versus faculty in the preliminaries.

While I understand his concern for the moral integrity of the tournament, I think a few things should be cleared up. First, the commissioners are allowed to play the team of their choice in their first game, a preliminary game. Kevin McGee, this year's new commis­sioner, did not know this and unknowingly scheduled the game in question in the first round. A mistake, maybe, but a crime, no. As commissioner, McGee is forced to do sign-ups, go through the name screening process, organize the schedule, make sure the courts are in good shape, run the captain's round, and finally pick the team.

If he had known about the possibility of scheduling faculty versus faculty in the preliminaries, he would have picked a different team. We hoped this would make the tournament even more enjoyable for those who have never played before and would like to play against. After all, this tournament is for the en­joyment of the student body.

Although I am disappointed in Tysiac for bringing about his allegations in the manner he did, I am glad because it opens up a whole new opportunity for more people to get involved in Bookstore Basketball.

Mike Manning

LETTERS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"We can't avoid thinking. The thoughtless are always going to be the prisoners of other people's thoughts." — Allan Bloom
Indian heritage shares life experiences

By Derek Nephew

I am an American Indian. I am one-half Lummi Indian and one-half white, although I do not see it that way. Many do not see, I am adopted and barely know anything about my real parents. This is not too important because I do have adoptive parents who care about me. I am the father of a full-blooded Sekani Indian. My mother is of various European descent, and was born in Seattle and grew up in Snohomish, Washington.

Most American Indians grow up in the United States. I was brought to that of other college students. I was in a class at Washington and I was not writing this to complain about things. I was trying to try and enlighten anyone who will take the time to read this. I would also like to clear up my own views and opinions to those who have misjudged me. I believe that I have often been misunderstood by many people as to what I am or believe.

I was raised in a rural part of Washington, in Clearview. It was a small area of Snohomish and really had its own reputation. Snohomish was and is a predominantly white country. We the members of the Notre Dame LULAC Chapter, established in 1929 in the United States, is a Latin theme talent show.

Clearview is a difficult place to live. There were many, many root cause of many problems. It attracted a certain type of person. There are always people to have some problem. I am and I am not writing this to complain about things. I was trying to try and enlighten anyone who will take the time to read this. I would also like to clear up my own views and opinions to those who have misjudged me. I believe that I have often been misunderstood by many people as to what I am or believe.

I was raised in a rural part of Washington, in Clearview. It was a small area of Snohomish and really had its own reputation. Snohomish was and is a predominantly white country. We the members of the Notre Dame LULAC Chapter, established in 1929 in the United States, is a Latin theme talent show.

Clearview is a difficult place to live. There were many, many root cause of many problems. It attracted a certain type of person. There are always people to have some problem. I am and I am not writing this to complain about things. I was trying to try and enlighten anyone who will take the time to read this. I would also like to clear up my own views and opinions to those who have misjudged me. I believe that I have often been misunderstood by many people as to what I am or believe.

I was raised in a rural part of Washington, in Clearview. It was a small area of Snohomish and really had its own reputation. Snohomish was and is a predominantly white country. We the members of the Notre Dame LULAC Chapter, established in 1929 in the United States, is a Latin theme talent show.

Clearview is a difficult place to live. There were many, many root cause of many problems. It attracted a certain type of person. There are always people to have some problem. I am and I am not writing this to complain about things. I was trying to try and enlighten anyone who will take the time to read this. I would also like to clear up my own views and opinions to those who have misjudged me. I believe that I have often been misunderstood by many people as to what I am or believe.

I was raised in a rural part of Washington, in Clearview. It was a small area of Snohomish and really had its own reputation. Snohomish was and is a predominantly white country. We the members of the Notre Dame LULAC Chapter, established in 1929 in the United States, is a Latin theme talent show.

Clearview is a difficult place to live. There were many, many root cause of many problems. It attracted a certain type of person. There are always people to have some problem. I am and I am not writing this to complain about things. I was trying to try and enlighten anyone who will take the time to read this. I would also like to clear up my own views and opinions to those who have misjudged me. I believe that I have often been misunderstood by many people as to what I am or believe.

I was raised in a rural part of Washington, in Clearview. It was a small area of Snohomish and really had its own reputation. Snohomish was and is a predominantly white country. We the members of the Notre Dame LULAC Chapter, established in 1929 in the United States, is a Latin theme talent show.
25 years of ‘Days of Our Lives’

Joe Bucolo

To be continued...

Bo (Peter Reckell) and Hope (Kristian Alfonso) return to "Days of Our Lives." Since the early eighties, Bo and Hope have been the face of soap opera's most beloved couple and the show's main storyline, the DiMeras.

Kayla (Mary Beth Evans) and Patch (Steven Nichols) are a couple who have been through a considerable amount of grief.

Dorm fun: alien life forms and door-switching

Well, last week’s column has certainly gotten a range of reactions from the one and only one of my so-called friends described it as a "private lane," while on the other hand, another referred to it in slightly stronger language as "a heinous crime perpetrated against the civil public which must not go unpunished." So all right, I’m sorry — I’ll be more funnier this week.

One problem with writing for The Accent is that you're constantly bombarded by reading (and sometimes idiot) fan mail. All right, this has never actually happened to me, but I'm always hopeful—I'd like to know what anyone else thinks. I'm sure they might get the same answer. The wording may vary slightly, but it's usually something like: "Well Mike, why don't you write about me?" To which I always respond by raising my eyebrows in a surprised fashion and replying: "My name's not Mike!"

So when a guy in my section suggested that I write about my dorm again, I took a strong journalistic stance of impartiality, examined my conscience, ordered my deadline and said: "What a great idea!" So he goes.

Everyone has enjoyed the fun of stealing a roommate's clothes while they're in the shower, and many have typed a quick sentence or two into a roommate's paper while they're away from the computer. Some have even graduated up to the gay negotiations, but I think that my section has met its first real gift for this kind of thing.

When I got back to my room the other night, I found two of my roommates, with screwdrivers in hand, taking my door off its hinges. This is the kind of wacky stunt I love to see from these guys. They were going to switch my door with another door down the hall, switch the door numbers back, and watch as I (and the other guys) tried to get into our rooms. The keys would have fit, but the doors wouldn't have opened! Best of all, if we woke the resident assistant and had him let us in, his key would have worked just fine! Boy, wouldn't they have looked like clowns! Ha! Since I interrupted them in mid-job, they tried to come up with another plan. My roommate, who was visiting a friend at a college out of state, almost had everything he owned boxed up and shipped there C.O.D. What zany funsters, oh!

But it's not just practical jokes which distinguish my section. There's also some sort of alien life form. Last year one of my roommates, Ralph, got a case package from home which had some little snacks called "Taste Cakes" in it. Well, the Taste Cakes would have been all right if their expiration date hadn't been sometime during the Eisenhower presidency. These things were way beyond stale. The chocolate-foiling note reads: the word "chocolate" as if the food is not actually chocolate, but similar to it in as much as it is sorta chocolate-like. I was covered with this fuzzy green thing all over. We threw out most of the snack packs right away. Well, all right, first we let Ali bite into one without mentioning the fuzz. (After regaining consciousness, he reported that it had tasted "sorta like urn.") But rather than throwing them all out, Ralph (this is not his real name, which is Phil) kept one package, opened it, and little to let air in, and then put it in the ceiling. Our dorm has one of those Styrofoam ceilings — the same kind of ceiling that, if you're in any school, I spent hours flipping pens into, trying to get one to stick up there.) Anyway, Phil thoughtfully put the Taste Cakes up near a light, so they would get plenty of heat. This was a year ago, and I'm beginning to wonder what happened. I'm not that I'm paranoid or anything, but sometimes when I hear a strange noise in the ceiling, I'm wondering if the Taste Cakes hadn't evolved into something big, mean and hungry by now.

I was going to finish by telling you about the time last semester a guy put a live snake down his pants for twenty bucks, but I guess I'll leave that story to your imagination. No need thank me.
Three individual victories in track team's 4th-place finish

By SHANNON FAY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's track team competed at the Indiana Intercollegiate outdoor meet in Indianapolis this weekend, finishing fourth with 82 points. The Irish fell short of Hall of State and Big 10 competitors Indiana and Purdue. But Irish athletes shone in their events, including three individual champions.

The Irish dominated the javelin throw, capturing first and second in the 10,000-meter run. Matt DeAngelis won the event with a 30.15 effort followed by his teammate, sophomore Jon Stewart, who was second.

John Cole continued his impressive performance in the triple jump with a jump in the high jump. The junior from Illinois cleared 6-11.5, his best performance of the outdoor season.

Perhaps the strangest instance of the day occurred in the 5,000-meter run, where an Irish runner miscounted the number of laps and induced an overflow reaction in the race. However, junior Patrick Keane was not fazed by the error, finishing first in the race with a 15:50.22 time. He had a good race. I hadn’t run well all year and now I’m getting back on track.

Senior co-captain Mike O’Brien finished second in the 1,500-meter race with a time of 3:45.19. Freshman John Calvo, who finished second in the 5,000 meters the previous weekend, took third. Two years ago, in the 3,000-meter steeplechase. His time was 9:12.95. In that race, sophomore Brian Peppard’s time was 9:12.41. I have a good place in an extremely close race. Peppard was only two seconds behind the winner, Senior co-captain Yan Seaver’s 4:54.92. I am working hard for a fourth-place win in the 400-meter dash.

The meet allowed several individuals to qualify for the NCAA Championships. Keane, DeAngelis, and O’Brien qualified for the championship. Seaver and sophomore Ryan Mihalko at the competition in Milwaukee. The Irish will split into two teams this weekend, with some travel to Iowa for the Drake Relays and others to Michigan for the Hilldale Relays.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame office, 314 Lafontaine, and from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at the Saint Mary's office. Hagerty's College Record for Richland and Gooding. Please call 205-483-2427 to request the charge. It is 2 cents per character, including spaces.
**Women**

continued from page 16

"The first half lasted about 50 minutes and wound up at 11-9," said 4 Girls’ Shannon Jenkins, "but we came out in the second half and really wanted to win."

In the closest matchup of the day, 5 Countries in Search of a Peninsula overcame a first-half deficit to win 21-13 over Five Funny Fickle Female Sitting Sipping Scotch. Finding themselves in the second half, 5 Countries’ Kristen Kinsfogel claimed that stamina and organization factored heavily in the second-half run.

"They were ahead most of the first half," said Kinsfogel, "but we just kept going when they got tired."

Other games Monday were not nearly as close. Grubs couldn’t revive the Deadbeats as they triumphed 21-6 over Murphy’s Madness defeated The Pink Ladies and We’re Clueless beat Velipant Dish by the same score. Virgin Mary’s held their opponent, J.D.’s Pickens to a mere five points.

**Draft**

continued from page 16

brother (former Irish tailback Hiawatha Francisco) was in a similar situation, but a bad knee kept him out of the pros. I haven’t made the team yet, but it’s a good step."

Washington lost several defensive backs through Plan B free agency in the offseason, prompting the need to select a defensive back. But questions about Francisco’s speed (he ran a 4.65 40-yard dash at the Indianapolis combine) and lack of experience at the safety position surrounded his selection by the Redskins.

"I was drafted as a corner­back/safety," said Francisco. "They questioned me about my speed, but I told them I had run a healthy 40 since the tri­als to show them what I am capable of. I knew I wouldn’t go early because of my lack of experience and pos­ition change (tailback to safety), but the situation is there for me to contribute. I’ve done all I can to prepare."

Brown, who started the last two seasons at tight tackle for Notre Dame, was the 316th player taken in the draft. An honorable mention All-America pick in ’89, the 6-3, 291-pound senior should stabilize an offense which recently lost the services of All-Pro Chris Hinton in Atlanta to the Jeff George deal. "Indianapolis is the place for me," said an enthusiastic Brown. "I’m excited about being a Hoosier for a long period of time. I’m fortunate I could go to a team like the Colts."

Brown is the second Irish player taken by Indianapolis. Fullback Anthony Johnson, the first Notre Dame senior taken in the draft, was a second-round selection on Sunday. "It will be nice to have a familiar face on the team," said Brown. "He’ll make the whole experience go smoother for me."

Quarterback Tony Rice, who finished fourth in the ’89 Heisman Award voting and led the Irish to a 26-3 record and a National Championship in his three years as a starter, was the biggest name not selected either Sunday or Monday. Rice declined comment on the draft but announced he has no intention of attending NFL camps as a free agent. He will wait to hear from the Canadian Football League, whose skills as an option quarterback may be better suited to the wider fields.

"I’m going to Canada," Rice stated matter-of-factly.

The Los Angeles Raiders traded the rights to defensive back Shane Smagula, their fifth round selection, to Dallas for Minnesota’s sixth round choice. New England’s eighth round choice, Seattle’s ninth round choice, Indianapolis’ 10th round choice, and San Francisco’s 11th round choice, all in 1990. The Los Angeles Raiders traded Minnesota’s sixth round choice to New Orleans.

**Postal, Business and Communication Services**

**MAIL BOXES ETC.**

**Ship Home With Us!!**

**We Ship UPS**

5100 Free Service Boxes & Tape

Phone 277-6245

**On Campus 5/5-5/12**

Lafortune-Dooley Room

Avoid the Mall Traffic

$1.00 OFF with this Ad

**Convenient Location**

Less than a Mile from Campus on S.R. 23

Just Past Ironwood, By the Subway

Open Sunday April 29 & May 6

---

**College of Business Administration**

**Speaker Presentation**

**Ms. Deborah Kelly**

Vice President - Corporate Affairs

Quaker Oats Company

**Topic:** "Marketing Long-Term Objectives and Strategies in A Year when Targets Will Be Missed."

All students and faculty invited and encouraged to attend.

---

**CARRIAGE HOUSE**

**DINING ROOM**

**Friday Night**

Stuffed Roast Turkey, cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes and gravy, wild cherry applesauce, and cranberry bread.做法

**Saturday Night**

Terrific Fettuccini Alfredo, topped with chicken, crab, with an elegant environment.

**We offer a unique menu served in an elegant environment. Come enjoy with us.**

We are located at 24660 Adams Road.

Call Evelyn George at 272-9220 for reservations.

---

**MUSICIANS TAKE NOTE!!**

**SAINT MARY’S COLLEGE**

**MUSIC GROUP LEADERS NEEDED**

**for**

**SUNDAY MASSES**

1990-91 Academic Year

Opening for pianists, guitarists, strong vocalists or flutists

**PAID POSITION THROUGH FINANCIAL AID**

Interested persons should contact

Sister Betty Smoyer, S.N.D.

Campus Ministry

160 Regina Hall

Phone 284-5392

---

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

The Notre Dame baseball team plays a doubleheader with Chicago State tonight at Stanely Coveleski Stadium at 5 p.m.

The Notre Dame men’s basketball team will host Fordham in the NIT Big Apple Pre-season NIT on November 15, 1990. The final games will be held at Madison Square Garden in New York.

The Hapkido Club meets Tues. at 7:30 and Thurs. at 8:30 p.m. in Rm. 219, Rockne. Learn Self-defense and stop worrying about walking alone. For more info, call x3597.

Fisher Hall’s “On the Grass Classic”, two-person volleyball tournament, will be held this weekend, April 28-29. Cost is ten dollars per team and all proceeds will go to Andre House, a shelter for the homeless in Phoenix, Ariz.

Anyone wishing to enter the tournament should contact Tim Madloun at 283-1939 or stop by Room 140 in Fisher. Deadline for entry is Friday at 7 p.m.

Women’s Lacrosse practice will be held today and the rest of this week at 8:40 a.m. in front of Anglo. If you can’t make the game this Saturday call Jeff (234-9876).

The Jordan Jammers Mini-Hoops will begin on Wednesday. Check the pairings and time schedules today at the SUB office in LaFortune. If there are any questions call 299-7757 or Rick at 234-9716.

The Reebok Super Shot Contest participants should check the SUB office today for playing times.
Arthur Andersen Welcomes the Following 1990 University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College Graduates to Our Firm
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Softball takes two from St. Francis

By RICHARD MATHURIN
Sports Writer

After a triumphant victory in the MCC tournament over the weekend, the Notre Dame softball team returned home and swept the Irish school St. Francis by scores of 5-1 and 4-3 on Monday. The Irish moved their record to 18-13 with the two victories, and even though the Irish won the MCC tournament, they still have 12 games remaining on their schedule.

The Notre Dame senior sissy Linn dominated the first game going the way for the victory. The only run scored by St. Francis occurred on an error, so Linn was charged with one run allowed on two hits and three walks in 7 1/3 innings. Linn struck out 12 batters.

"It was a little off and my riser (fastball) was off, but catcher Amy Folsom called a great game," said Linn describing her performance.

"It's our biggest weekend win," said coach George Thomas. "We're really happy to go into the playoffs and boast a winning record." It was a great accomplishment winning the MCC tournament, I'm really proud of the girls," said coach Brian Boular.

"We were really tenacious and played well. It was a great accomplishment winning the MCC tournament," said Sheri Quinn. "It's in this level of competition that we have to learn to survive if we want to achieve our long term goal of receiving an NCAA tournament bid." Not only will this tournament give the Irish good experience, but the prestige of the event will carry some weight also. Thomas thinks this type of experience is exactly the kind they needed for future NCAA bids.

Kent State took the tournament, shooting 85 for 54 holes. In their upcoming tournament in Columbus, the Irish will meet Kent State again, along with host Ohio State, which is looking for its 10th straight title.

For the sixth time in eight tournaments, senior co-captain Pat Mohan led the Irish, shooting a 227. He was followed by freshman Joe Dennen and junior co-captain Paul Nolta at 238, sophomore Mike O'Connell at 240 and freshman Chris Dayton at 243.


Men's golf team emerges 25th in strong field at Akron

By ANTHONY KING
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's golf team emerged 25th in a field of 32 teams at the Akron Invitational this weekend. Irish coach George Thomas was pleased with the team's performance.

"It was a great learning experience for the young Irish," said Thomas. "Firestone was a very tight and demanding course, and most of the time there wasn't a lot of space to work with," said Thomas. "It was very challenging for our team and they learned a lot from it. We're now beginning to train for championship courses and we need this type of experience." Not only will this tournament give the Irish good experience, but the prestige of the event will carry some weight also. Thomas thinks this type of experience is exactly the kind they needed for future NCAA bids.

"This tournament will also help because it has moved us into the fast lane of collegiate golf," said Thomas. "It's in this level of competition that we have to learn to survive if we want to achieve our long term goal of receiving an NCAA tournament bid." Not only will this tournament give the Irish good experience, but the prestige of the event will carry some weight also. Thomas thinks this type of experience is exactly the kind they needed for future NCAA bids.

Kent State took the tournament, shooting 85 for 54 holes. In their upcoming tournament in Columbus, the Irish will meet Kent State again, along with host Ohio State, which is looking for its 10th straight title.

For the sixth time in eight tournaments, senior co-captain Pat Mohan led the Irish, shooting a 227. He was followed by freshman Joe Dennen and junior co-captain Paul Nolta at 238, sophomore Mike O'Connell at 240 and freshman Chris Dayton at 243.

"I thought we played really well," Kraker said. "It was good to have DuBose and Winsor play with us today. It was a great learning experience for the young Irish." Not only will this tournament give the Irish good experience, but the prestige of the event will carry some weight also. Thomas thinks this type of experience is exactly the kind they needed for future NCAA bids.

"This tournament will also help because it has moved us into the fast lane of collegiate golf," said Thomas. "It's in this level of competition that we have to learn to survive if we want to achieve our long term goal of receiving an NCAA tournament bid." Not only will this tournament give the Irish good experience, but the prestige of the event will carry some weight also. Thomas thinks this type of experience is exactly the kind they needed for future NCAA bids.
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The Notre Dame softball team, after winning the MCC tournament over the weekend, swept a pair of games from Saint Francis, 5-1 and 4-3.
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Love, Dad, Virginia, Tracy, Chris, and Jason
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Why Send Your Winter Clothes Home for the Summer?

Just pick up a storage box at Ziker Cleaners, fill it with your winter clothes, and return it to Ziker to be cleaned and stored, on hangers in our moth-proof vault for the summer.

*Low Cost Storage
*Nothing to Pay 'Til Fall
*Protection from Moths/Fire/Theft
*More Closet Space for your summer things.
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2 Convenient Locations
*207 US 31
(Village of Rock Rapids)
*929-0159

*Located at South Bend Ave. (Next to Martin's)
Greenwood Shopping Center
272-2461

*Located at South Bend Ave. (Next to Martin's)
Greenwood Shopping Center
272-2461

Support the March of Dimes
BIRTH-DEFECTS FOUNDATION

SUMMER STORAGE FOR STUDENTS

High St. Storage
1212 High St.
288-3575

A deposit will hold your storage unit
Hurry Now - Spaces are going fast!
Lecture Circuit

4 p.m. Lecture, "Prosaics, Fibers, and Literature-or, the Errors of Theoriticism," Gary Saul Morson, professor of Slavic languages and director of comparative literature and theory, Northwestern University. Home of Thoreticism," Gary Morson, professor of German and director of comparative literature of the department of German and Russian languages and literatures under the auspices of the Culpeper Foundation Lecture Series in Comparative Literature.

7:30 p.m. Lecture, "The Future of Women in the Church," Bishop William McManus and Bishop Ken Untener. Home of Thoreticism," Gary Morson, professor of German and director of comparative literature of the department of German and Russian languages and literatures under the auspices of the Culpeper Foundation Lecture Series in Comparative Literature.

8 p.m. The Last Lecture Series will conclude tonight with a presentation by Professor Thomas Morris of the philosophy department. Theodore's.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Sacred fig tree of India
2 Defect
3 Jason's ship
4 Worship
5 Top-notch
6 Tavern staff
7 Preparation
8 Fighting cavalry
9 And measure
10 Wise one
11 Failboat
12 Van and Nicholas
13 Fastened
14 Like a certain Hollow
27 Alternative to an elevator
30 Tolerate
31 Cocoa source
32 Dick and Harry's companion
33 Bit
34 Request from a U.S.
35 Forsake bachelorhood
36 Oriental
37 Failboat
40 Opera extra's prop
41 Ace Chubby Checker
42 Lambshack
45 Wang ---- P Buck character
46 Spuds
51 Pope in W.W. II
53 Kind of road or bird
57 Ajoining
58 To a banker?
59 Genetic
60 "Comus" composer
62 Panel carrier
63 Evaluate
64 Yeastborough hote's bid
65 Legal middle

DOWN
1 Exaggerates an expense account
2 Thought
3 Ying follower
4 Kind of well
5 Hawaiian garment
6 Volt unit
7 Across
8 Reptilian
9 "Small Hours" D. Mann
10 Lowered
11 Sum up, in short
12 A.V.P. under Madison
13 Mine finds
14 Worship
15 Top-notch D.D.S.
16 Top-notch D.D.S.
17 Preparation bachelorhood
18 Professional man's banker?
19 Land measure
20 Wise one
21 Kind of ship
22 Half a score
23 Half a score
24 Ship section
25 Ship section
26 Light caster
27 Freight vessel
28 Record
29 Hit a perfect note
30 Conn
31 Greek letters
32 Record
33 Aide: Abbr.
34 Professional charges
35 Buzzers
36 Request from a U.S.
37 Entry on an invoice
38 Any group scattering or wolf
39 Suburban sight
40 Depart, as in 38
41 Dept. as in 38 Down
42 Sea for two
43 Wages
44 Pool
45 Charmer's garland
46 Stringed instrument
47 Composer
48 Yank from Morphus' arms
49 Ringed instruments
50 Bugs or Bucky
51 Hawaiian garment
52 Republican
53 Exaggerates an expense account
54 Wages
55 Persia today
56 Destroy cells
57 Faeries
58 Above's "--- and Yab"
59 Charles' snake
60 On the basis of
61 "--- and Yab"
62 Ken Untener
63 Of Thoreticism,' Gary Morson, professor of German and director of comparative literature of the department of German and Russian languages and literatures under the auspices of the Culpeper Foundation Lecture Series in Comparative Literature.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE


The Observer
By GREG GUFFEY Sports Editor

Joe Fredrick scored the points, but Jamere Jackson wasn't enough as Jackson's co-captains for the team. Jackson hit 3-of-4 basketball center Keith Bibbles. Former Notre Dame basketball center Keith Robinson hit 14-of-19 shots to lead Raw Talent to a 21-13 victory over De La Soul in the unfriendly arena of sports in re-scuffle with his counterpart, as involving Rick Mahorn. Mahorn, who was the darkest day in Detroit, managed to involve himself in a vicious brawl that got him suspended from the team. Mahorn's team, which was on the verge of elimination, managed to escape with a pair of teams that had been playing for their lives. The random arena of sports talk should be forced to carry a truncheon gun when they work a game involving Rick Mahorn. Mahorn, who was once the ringleader of the "Bad Boys" that had been playing for their lives, managed to involve himself in a scuffle with his ex-Piston teammates last week as his Philadelphia 76ers beat Detroit, 107-97. Besides the fact that the record-breaking runs coming from junior midfielder and senior attacking midfielder John Capano of Parsippany, N.J. were hit by three while both dominated the offensive boards.

Buck-45's Johanna Kelly commented that her opponents, three of whom made it to the final 16 on Orange Crush last year, possessed great overall skills. "They just did everything better than us," said Kelly. "I've nothing but good passing, defense, everything. They'll probably go far." While height was a definite advantage for C.J.'s, it proved to be insignificant for other teams as 4 Girls Who Like to Score with Their Feet and One Who's Under is 4'8" beat Absolute Knott 21-9. With their shortest player just under 5'4", 4 Girls...found that desire and organization propelled them to victory.

Another three drafted on 2nd day

By FRANK PASTOR Associate Sports Editor

When the Indianapolis Colts selected offensive guard Dean Brown in the 12th and final round of Monday's National Football League draft, it brought the number of Irish seniors taken in the '90 draft to nine, the most since Notre Dame class in eleven years.

Linebacker Ned Bolcar, a six-round selection of the Seattle Seahawks, was the first of three Notre Dame seniors taken in the second round of the draft, bringing the two-day total to 10 for the Irish, which included Pro Bowler Joe Montana.

Bolcar, a two-time Irish captain and second-team All-American, the received the call from Seattle just fifteen minutes before the draft resumed on Monday morning. He was the 146th player selected over the weekend.

"It was a little disappointing," said Bolcar, hoping to go a little higher. A lot of junior players were coming out, and linebackers were in a strong position in the draft.

But Seattle called 15 minutes after the draft started today, and I was excited. It is a good program. I said to my mom, 'It's really Andy Heck is there. It will be nice to know somebody,'" Bolcar was picked 217th overall (fifth-round pick by many draft analysts, but his lack of speed (4.85 in the 40-yard dash) concerned NFL scouts, quarterbacks, the quarterback's aggressiveness and ability to shut down the run at Ohio Wesleyan, which, improving to 10-2 for the season, holds a commanding 7-0 series edge. Yet the Irish, whose record slipped to 7-6, are still in the hunt for a bid to the NCAA Division I tournament, provided that they can overcome the two remaining hurdles in their season: home matches against neighboring titans of the Big Ten—Ohio State Buckeyes and Michigan State Spartans. Additionally, Notre Dame's loss to Ohio Wesleyan dropped the team's record to 3-5 for the 1990 campaign, as opposed to its perfect 7-0 regular-season mark. The loss was the 10th for the Irish in the overall series with Ohio Wesleyan, which, improving to 10-2 for the season, holds a commanding 7-0 series edge. Yet the Irish, whose record slipped to 7-6, are still in the hunt for a bid to the NCAA Division I tournament, provided that they can overcome the two remaining hurdles in their season: home matches against neighboring titans of the Big Ten—Ohio State Buckeyes and Michigan State Spartans. Additionally, Notre Dame's loss to Ohio Wesleyan dropped the team's record to 3-5 for the 1990 campaign, as opposed to its perfect 7-0 regular-season mark. The loss was the 10th for the Irish in the overall series with Ohio Wesleyan.

Lacrosse loses to Ohio Wesleyan

By DAVE DIETEMAN Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team suffered an injurious setback back in Columbus when Ohio Wesleyan in the unfriendly confines of Selby Field, the Buckeyes' home arena in Delaware, Ohio.

Freshman midfielder Ed Lamb of Manlius, N.Y., the offensive sparkplug for the Irish, broke his right leg during the second half of the afternoon. Notre Dame's other sophomore midfielder, Tim Corrigan, "We needed a little luck to win the 16-5 decision to the Bishops' home arena in Delaware, Ohio. Another freshman midfielder John Capano of Parsippany, N.J. was hit by three while both dominated the offensive boards.

"But just played very poorly," stated Notre Dame head coach Kevin Corrigan. "We go a little higher. A lot of junior players were coming out, and linebackers were in a strong position in the draft.

But Seattle called 15 minutes after the draft started today, and I was excited. It is a good program. I said to my mom, 'It's really nice to know somebody,'" Bolcar was picked 217th overall (fifth-round pick by many draft analysts, but his lack of speed (4.85 in the 40-yard dash) concerned NFL scouts, quarterbacks, the quarterback's aggressiveness and ability to shut down the run at Ohio Wesleyan, which, improving to 10-2 for the season, holds a commanding 7-0 series edge. Yet the Irish, whose record slipped to 7-6, are still in the hunt for a bid to the NCAA Division I tournament, provided that they can overcome the two remaining hurdles in their season: home matches against neighboring titans of the Big Ten—Ohio State Buckeyes and Michigan State Spartans. Additionally, Notre Dame's loss to Ohio Wesleyan dropped the team's record to 3-5 for the 1990 campaign, as opposed to its perfect 7-0 regular-season mark. The loss was the 10th for the Irish in the overall series with Ohio Wesleyan.
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